The Institute for Sustainability has partnered with the Los Angeles Cleantech Incubator (LACI) and CSUN Campus Quality Fee to introduce CSUN’s first sustainable fashion program! We are excited to invite you to our second open-to-public panel session this semester. We have invited three industry experts from various backgrounds.

**THE SPEAKERS**

Adam Taubenfligel  
Co-founder and Creative Director of Triarchy

Lauren Gregor  
Founder and CEO of Rent a Romper

Jenny Silbert  
Founder of Rewilder

**FRIDAY, DECEMBER 3, 2021**  
**1 PM - 2 PM**

ZOOM MEETING ID: 875 9864 4955  
PASSCODE: 459049

#sustainCSUN #changestartsnow

For questions, email tracie.tung@csun.edu or sustainability@csun.edu
Adam Taubenfligel began his career in denim out of a love of fashion. Subsequent years spent making jeans in the traditional way quickly educated him on how disastrously wasteful the denim industries are. Alongside his brother, sister, and their brand, Triarchy, they set out to change the denim industry, one pair of jeans at a time. Since then, they have pioneered new technologies that mimic weather to distress jeans into the rich blue colors we all know and love so much. When not making jeans better, Adam focuses his time on educating what sustainability really means so we can move past greenwashing and into a world where everyone is accountable for the work they do.

Lauren Gregor is Founder and CEO of Rent a Romper, a rental clothing company for children because they grow so fast. Rent-a-Romper is changing children's fashion by providing parents with curated capsule wardrobes that reduce the burden of fast fashion on the planet. Prior to founding Rent-a-Romper, Lauren served as a strategy and operations leader at FirstGroup plc and Los Angeles Unified School District. She brings her experience in business and as a mom to her goal of making life easier for parents and the planet. Lauren lives in Los Angeles with her husband and two sons, Bennett and Avery.

Jenny Silbert is an architect turned sustainable design entrepreneur with a passion for dumpster diving. Prior to founding Rewilder, she developed new materials and fabrication processes for complex architectural projects. As an expert in waste reduction, she brings her knowledge and experience to solving the world’s trash problem through a design lens. Rewilder is a sustainable design company that diverts industrial waste from landfill and upcycles the materials into consumer goods.